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Deep Down Dead - Steph Broadribb 2016-10-15
Shortlisted for: **The Kathy Reichs Award for Fearless Female Character** **The Cat Amongst the Pigeons
Award for Most Exceptional Debut** **FINALIST IN THE INTERNATIONAL THRILLER WRITERS AWARDS
FOR BEST FIRST NOVEL** Part-time Florida bounty-hunter Lori Anderson isn’t a superhero ... she’s a
single mum with a lot on her plate. But when her family is threatened, she’ll stop at nothing to seek justice,
and keep them safe... ‘A real cracker’ Mark Billingham ‘My kind of book’ Lee Child ‘Like Midnight Run, but
much darker ... really, really good’ Ian Rankin Six states. Three days. One chance to save her child... Lori
Anderson is as tough as they come, managing to keep her career as a fearless Florida bounty hunter
separate from her role as single mother to nine-year-old Dakota, who suffers from leukaemia. But when the
hospital bills start to rack up, she has no choice but to take her daughter along on a job that will make her a
fast buck. And that’s when things start to go wrong. The fugitive she’s assigned to haul back to court is
none other than JT, Lori’s former mentor – the man who taught her everything she knows ... the man who
also knows the secrets of her murky past. Not only is JT fighting a child exploitation racket operating out of
one of Florida’s biggest amusement parks, Winter Wonderland, a place where ‘bad things never happen’,
but he’s also mixed up with the powerful Miami Mob. With two fearsome foes on their tails, just three days
to get JT back to Florida, and her daughter to protect, Lori has her work cut out for her. When they’re
ambushed at a gas station, the stakes go from high to stratospheric, and things become personal.
Breathtakingly fast-paced, both hard-boiled and heart-breaking, Deep Down Dead is a simply stunning
debut from one of the most exciting new voices in crime fiction. Praise for the Lori Anderson Series ‘This is
romping entertainment that moves faster than a bullet’ Sunday Express ‘If you like your action to race away
at full tilt, then this whirlwind of a thriller is a must’ Sunday People ‘Lively’ Sunday Times ‘An impressive
thriller, the kind of book that comfortably sits alongside seasoned pros at the top of their game. Sultry and
suspenseful, it marks a welcome first vow for an exceptional new voice’ Good Reading Magazine ‘Suspense,
action, romance, danger and a plot that will keep you reading into the wee small hours. I loved it’ Lisa Gray,
Daily Record ‘Fresh, fast and zinging with energy’ Sunday Mirror ‘Readers will cheer her every step of the
way’ Publishers Weekly ‘Just a whole hell of a lot of fun’ New Books Magazine ‘Fresh, compelling and
beautifully written’ S.J.I. Holliday ‘Fast-paced, engaging and hugely entertaining’ Simon Toyne ‘Brilliant
and pacey’ Steve Cavanagh ‘A hell of a thriller’ Mason Cross ‘A blistering debut’ Neil Broadfoot ‘If you love
romantic suspense, you’ll love this ride’ Alexandra Sokoloff ‘A stunning debut from a major new talent’ Zoë
Sharp ‘One of my favourite debut novels for a long, long time’ Luca Veste ‘A gritty debut that will appeal to
Sue Grafton fans’ Caroline Green ‘Crazy good ... full-tilt action and a brilliant cast of characters’ Yrsa
Sigurđardóttir ‘The pace moves at breakneck speed. The writing style is accomplished and real and this is
quite simply one of the best debut novels I have ever read’ Angela Marsons
All White Girls - Michael Bracken 2002-05-01
There's a serial killer loose in the Windy City--a stalker picking off prostitutes in the red light district. The
catch--his victims are all white girls.
I Can't Sleep - J. E. Rowney 2020-09-11
"I can't sleep. Not since June 16th, 2018. Not since what happened..." Traumatised by the events of her
past, exhausted by insomnia, Becky Braithwaite believes that a new start will help her to recover. She
leaves home to fulfil her brother's dreams, and honour the life he never had... but she soon finds that
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escaping from the past is not as easy as she imagined. Is her fatigued mind playing tricks on her, or is
danger really lurking in the shadows? This unputdownable psychological thriller will keep you turning the
pages to find out the truth. Goodreads reviewers say: "A quick read, one of those books you started and
needed to finish to find out the what, why, how and when." "I was immediately hooked from the first page
until the last and found it a true page turner. It is filled with suspense and mystery and leaves you
questioning who is behind it all. I was not expecting the ending at all which gives it bonus points from me."
"I was delightfully on edge the entire read. Not usually something I say with a smile on my face, but I am
apparently here for the heart-pounding thrill." "Great book that really makes you think. I thought I would
just dip in and out of this one whilst reading other things, but I was very wrong - I couldn't put it down and
finished it in one afternoon." "I love thrillers but a lot seem to be the same generic plot retold. However this
book is different in a good way. Kept me guessing right till the end. Loved the ending." "If you are someone
who likes a good mystery and are looking for an intriguing, adrenaline filled read definitely pick this one!"
Extreme Prejudice - Dharma Kelleher 2018-12-07
Bounty hunter Jinx Ballou is hot on the heels of an accused murderer involved with a militant white
nationalist organization. As the city Phoenix erupts in bigotry and bloodshed, Jinx's world unravels, pushing
her to the breaking point and putting those she loves most in harm's way.
Motion Pictures, 1894-1912 - Howard Lamarr Walls 1953
Met ind. - Ook aanwezig: Film superlist : motion pictures in the U.S. public domain 1950-1959 / Walter E.
Hurst and William Storm Hale. - Hollywood : 7 Arts, cop. 1989. - IV, 668 p. ; 28 cm. - (Entertainment
Industry series, ISSN 0071-0695 ; vol. 37). - ISBN 0-911370-73-0. - Ook aanwezig:Motion picture copyrights
& renewals 1950-1959 / by David Pierce. - Laurel : Milestone, 1989. - [XXXXII], 494 p. ; 28 cm. - ISBN
0-927347-02-4. Ook aanwezig: Motion pictures in the U.S. public domain, 1950-1959 / Walter E. Hurst. Hollywood : Hollywood Film Archive, cop. 1994. - 654 p. ; 29 cm. - (Film superlist ; vol. 3). - ISBN
0-913616-29-X.
Bibliographic Formats and Standards - OCLC. 1993
Describes the manual, Bibliographic Formats and Standards, 2nd. ed., a revised guide to machine-readable
cataloging records in the WorldCat. Describes conventions. Describes and provides an example of input
standards tables. Addresses revisions of the manual as well as ordering and distribution. Includes
acknowledgements. Provides a link to the table of contents.
Deep Dirty Truth - Steph Broadribb 2018-11-05
DIVSingle-mother Florida bounty-hunter Lori Anderson returns in another nail-biting, high-voltage read.
When Lori is kidnapped, and her family threatened, she has 48 hours to save them … or lose everything…
‘A real cracker' Mark Billingham ‘My kind of book' Lee Child ‘Like Midnight Run, but much darker … really,
really good' Ian Rankin –––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– A price on her head. A secret worth
dying for. 48 hours to expose the truth… Single-mother bounty-hunter Lori Anderson finally has her family
back together, but her new-found happiness is shattered when she's snatched by the Miami Mob – and they
want her dead. Rather than a bullet, they offer her a job: find the Mob's ‘numbers man' who's in protective
custody after being forced to turn federal witness against them. If Lori succeeds, they'll wipe the slate clean
and the price on her head – and those of her family – will be removed. If she fails, they die. With North due
in court in 48 hours, Lori sets off across Florida, racing against the clock to find him and save her family.
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Only in this race the prize is more deadly – and the secret she shares with JT more dangerous – than she
ever could have imagined. In this race only the winner gets out alive…
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– ‘Lori thinks with viper-like speed, speaks with strength and
acts from her gut. Steph Broadribb has constructed a thoroughly believable world full of substantial yet
flawed characters. I quite simply love this series, I leap in with total faith and just let myself go. Deep Dirty
Truth is a thrilling, assertive and energetic read' LoveReading 'Sharp, thrilling and one hell of a ride. This
series just gets better and better!' Chris Whitaker ‘Brilliant and pacey' Steve Cavanagh ‘Perfect for fans of
Lee Child and Janet Evanovich' Alex Caan ‘Broadribb's writing is fresh and vivid, crackling with life … an
impressive thriller, the kind of book that comfortably sits alongside seasoned pros' Crime Watch ‘Fresh, fast
and zinging with energy' Sunday Mirror ‘Romping entertainment that moves faster than a bullet' Sunday
Express ‘Stylish with an original take on the lone wolf/bounty hunter theme. This is a novel alive with
tension and intriguing twists. … There's a good deal of wit at the expense of the complacent, anachronistic,
loud mouthed quick-fisted mobsters. Just a whole hell of a lot of fun' New Books Magazine ‘This is every bit
as lively an outing for Broadribb's heroine as its predecessor, and the pace is satisfyingly unrelenting' Barry
Forshaw's Book of the Month, CrimeTime ‘Fast-faced, page-turning thriller … It is so refreshing to read a
thriller with a female ce
Chaser - Dharma Kelleher 2021-07-09
Bounty hunter Jinx Ballou's pursuing a young murder suspect. But someone else is hunting them both. After
a major setback, Jinx Ballou is determined to prove she's still one of the best bounty hunters in Phoenix,
Arizona. To do that, she must track down Holly Schwartz, a teenage murder suspect. Should be easy, right?
But Holly's been missing for weeks and other bounty hunters have already failed to locate her. Can Jinx
track her down before time runs out? Following a series of leads, Jinx uncovers a horrific truth, leading her
to question whether Holly is really a vicious murderer or another victim in a much larger case. Just when
Jinx thinks she's found her young fugitive, the investigation puts her in the crosshairs of a ruthless
gangster. To survive long enough to return Holly to custody, Jinx must push her skills, her body, and her
luck to the limit. Fans of Stieg Larsson's The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo and Michael Connelly's Harry
Bosch series will love this gritty, fast-paced thriller. Its refreshingly unique characters and non-stop, heartpounding action make it impossible to put down.
Sissy Dreams: From Boyfriend to Girlfriend - Paul Zante
Receiving a text from Sasha, my girlfriend, at work was always risky. Especially when she wanted to know
if her girlfriend was horny. A short and sweet (and filthy) story.
Bad Boy Boogie - Thomas Pluck 2017-03-20
When Jay Desmarteaux steps out of from prison after serving twenty-five years for murdering a vicious
school bully, he tries to follow his convict mentor’s advice: the best revenge is living well. But questions
gnaw at his gut: Where have his folks disappeared to? Why do old friends want him gone? And who wants
him dead? Teaming with his high school sweetheart turned legal Valkyrie, a hulking body shop bodybuilder,
and a razor-wielding gentleman’s club house mother, Jay will unravel a tangle of deception all the way back
to the bayous where he was born. With an iron-fisted police chief on his tail and a ruthless mob captain at
his throat, he’ll need his wits, his fists, and his father’s trusty Vietnam war hatchet to hack his way through
a toxic jungle of New Jersey corruption that makes the gator-filled swamps of home feel like the shallow
end of the kiddie pool.
Deep Dark Night - Steph Broadribb 2020-01-05
Fearless Florida bounty-hunter Lori Anderson travels to Chicago to trap the head of a notorious crime
family, in a high-stakes, nail-biting mission that sees her trapped in one of the city's tallest buildings during
a blackout... 'A real cracker' Mark Billingham 'My kind of book' Lee Child 'Like Midnight Run, but much
darker ... really, really good' Ian Rankin ________________ A city in darkness. A building in lockdown. A score
that can only be settled in blood... Working off the books for FBI Special Agent Alex Monroe, Florida
bounty-hunter Lori Anderson and her partner, JT, head to Chicago. Their mission: to entrap the head of the
Cabressa crime family. The bait: a priceless chess set that Cabressa is determined to add to his collection.
An exclusive high-stakes poker game is arranged in the penthouse suite of one of the city's tallest buildings,
with Lori holding the cards in an agreed arrangement to hand over the pieces. But, as night falls and the
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game plays out, stakes rise and tempers flare. When a power failure plunges the city into darkness, the
building goes into lockdown. But this isn't an ordinary blackout, and the men around the poker table aren't
all who they say they are. Hostages are taken, old scores resurface and the players start to die. And that's
just the beginning... ________________ Praise for the Lori Anderson Series 'This is romping entertainment
that moves faster than a bullet' Jake Kerridge, Sunday Express 'If you like your action to race away at full
tilt, then this whirlwind of a thriller is a must' Deirdre O'Brien, Sunday People 'With convincing, gritty local
detail, unflinching violence, and a subplot of red-hot romance, all narrated by a likeable, fast-talking
heroine, this punchy and powerful adventure will leave you wanting more' Sunday Mirror 'Stripper-turnedbounty hunter Lori, with her sickly young daughter in tow, gets into high-octane escapes when she sets out
to bring her former lover and mentor to justice. Lively' Sunday Times 'The non-stop twists and turns – plus
Lori's constant dilemma as she is torn between the instincts of motherhood and the need to stay focused on
her perilous mission – draw in readers like a magnet and keep them hooked to the action right up to the
emotional conclusion' Burnley Gazette 'Deep Down Dead is an impressive thriller, the kind of book that
comfortably sits alongside seasoned pros at the top of their game. Sultry and suspenseful, it marks a
welcome first vow for an exceptional new voice' Good Reading Magazine 'Gripping, entertaining and utterly
addictive, this is a cracking start to an enthralling new crime series...' Lancashire Evening Post 'Suspense,
action, romance, danger and a plot that will keep you reading into the wee small hours. I loved it' Lisa Gray,
Daily Record 'Fresh, fast and zinging with energy' Sunday Mirror
Seven Suspects - Renee James 2017-10-03
"You've most likely never met a narrator like Bobbi. Tough, tender, funny, full of heart—and a transgender
woman." — Jodi Picoult Bobbi Logan is a successful businesswoman and a celebrated hairdresser. She is a
witty, articulate woman who has survived rape, gender transition, a murder investigation, and countless
acts of bullying and bigotry to get where she is—and she's made enemies along the way. Now one of them is
stalking her. With each passing day, the threats become more brazen, more violent, and more personal. No
one knows who here stalker is or why he's after her, but he's getting closer every day. Bobbi is intimidated
but she has vowed to never be the victim again. She accumulates a list of six suspects, and with courage
and persistence, she hunts them down, one by one—stalking her possible stalkers. But as she confronts
those men who may want to do her harm, the number seven keeps haunting her—there must be a seventh
suspect. And when she finds him, Bobbi's world implodes.
The Annenbergs - John E. Cooney 1982
The dual biography of Moses Louis Annenberg and his son, Walter, details their colorful, entrepreneurial
lives and careers, from the father's racketeering fortune building and tax-evasion prosecution to the son's
current publishing and political ventures
Breakthrough - J. Dharma Kelleher 2021-12-14
Don’t let self-doubt sabotage your writing career. Are you a writer who suffers from imposter syndrome or
writer’s block? Do you ever read your work and feel embarrassed by it? Are you convinced that you’ll only
be a “real” writer after you’ve been published by one of the Big Five, won an award, become a bestseller, or
quit your day job to write full time? Then Breakthrough can help you confront these doubts and put you on
the path to a more enjoyable author career. This book focuses on mindset, not craft. But it will lay the
groundwork to enable you to write with greater confidence, push through limits, and not only achieve your
goals, but savor the journey along the way. Breakthrough provides deep insights from experienced crime
novelist Dharma Kelleher, who has struggled with creative self-doubt, just like you, and has learned to
move beyond it. She combines the wisdom she’s learned from overcoming substance abuse and PTSD, as
well as her many years as a practicing Buddhist. Dharma provides practical steps to success on the
following topics: -Understanding Your Unique Creative Process -The Comparison Delusion -How to Deal
with Negative Reviews -The Delusions of Success -Shiny Object Syndrome -Enjoying the Great Swampy
Middle -Dealing with Failure and Burnout If you find yourself hating your work, dreading the act of writing,
or you feel like you’ll only be a "real author" after you’ve achieved some trapping of recognition or success,
then this is the book you need. Buy your copy of Breakthrough now and launch your writing career into a
more positive direction for emotional and financial success.
Twelve Years a Slave - Solomon Northup 2021-01-01
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"Having been born a freeman, and for more than thirty years enjoyed the blessings of liberty in a free
State—and having at the end of that time been kidnapped and sold into Slavery, where I remained, until
happily rescued in the month of January, 1853, after a bondage of twelve years—it has been suggested that
an account of my life and fortunes would not be uninteresting to the public." -an excerpt
Murder-a-Go-Go's - Lori Rader-Day 2019-03-25
The Go-Go’s made music on their own terms and gave voice to a generation caught between the braburning irreverence of the seventies and the me-first decadence of the eighties. Anthems like “We Got the
Beat,” “Our Lips Are Sealed,” and “Vacation” are an indelible part of our collective soundtrack, but more
than that, they speak to the power and possibility of youth. Inspired by punk but not yoked to it, the Go-Go’s
broke important musical ground by combining cheeky lyrics, clever hooks, and catchy melodies, perfectly
capturing what it feels like to be young and female in the process. But beyond the Go-Go’s effervescent
sound and cheerful pop stylings, a darkness underlies many of their lyrics and melodies, hinting at the
heartache and frustration inherent in growing up. In other words, plenty to inspire murder and mayhem.
Net proceeds from Murder-a-Go-Go’s benefit Planned Parenthood, a crucial provider of women’s affordable
reproductive healthcare. With a foreword by Go-Go’s co-founder Jane Wiedlin and original stories by
twenty-five kick-ass authors, editor Holly West has put together an all-star crime fiction anthology inspired
by one of the most iconic bands of the eighties and beyond. Praise for MURDER-A-GO-GO’S: “I always
suspected that twinkle in the Go-Gos’ eyes was a coded invitation to a darker world. In the hands of these
25 stellar crime fiction writers, ‘We Got the Beat’ and ‘Our Lips Are Sealed’ become evil little gems. A
totally rad read.” —Alan Hunter, Original MTV VJ, SiriusXM Host “Shock and awe, that sums up my
reaction to Murder-A-Go-Go’s. Shock to live in times when ‘The Whole World Lost Its Head’ and awe at the
response of these gifted writers. Buckle up for a ride that will leave ‘Skidmarks on Your Heart.’” —Sara
Paretsky, bestselling author of the V.I. Warshawski crime series “Who knew those happy songs by one of
all-time favorite bands, the Go-Go’s could inspire such dark, noir, spine-tingling stories?!! It’s a collection of
tales of distinctly female rage—the murderous kind and otherwise—to keep you up at night!” —Alison
Arngrim, TV’s Nellie Oleson and author of Confessions of a Prairie Bitch “This is the music-driven anthology
you didn’t know you needed, but after you read it, you’ll realize your bookshelf was lacking without it. This
is a killer line-up of writers, and under Holly’s steady hand, they don’t play a single false note. Murder-AGo-Go’s has got the beat.” —Rob Hart, author of The Warehouse “Like the songs these writers used for
muses, each story contains the energy of a pop group and the rawness of a punk band, with some of the
darkness and vulnerability that underscores the Go-Go’s themselves thrown in for good measure.” —Steph
Post, author of Miraculum “The Go-Go’s spun some of the brightest, catchiest all-girl pop back in the day.
But they always carried more weight than your average pop band: the burden of trailblazing and
pioneering; the bad kids in the back of the class breaking all the rules and looking damn cool doing it. This
collection commandingly captures that sweet subversion.” —Joe Clifford, author of The One That Got Away
“Beneath the pop stylings and sensibilities of the Go-Go’s pulsed the heart of a punk band. In this eyeopening anthology, some of the sharpest voices of contemporary short crime fiction tease out the aches and
anxieties echoing through the groundbreaking group’s music: the dark sides of desire, the missed
opportunities, the tangled regrets. These stories—they got the beat.” —Art Taylor, award-winning author of
On the Road with Del & Louise: A Novel in Stories “Holly West (editor)’s Murder-A-Go-Go’s is murderous
fun from the first story to the last. Each masterful tale is distinctive, but this collection is so much more
than the sum of its parts, infused with all the talent and skill of some of the best short story writers working
in crime fiction today.” —Jennifer Hillier, author of Creep and Jar of Hearts
Stephen J. Cannell Television Productions - Jon Abbott 2009-09-12
The face of 1980s television was shaped by a man who stayed behind the scenes. Stephen Cannell’s
reluctant white knights—put-upon private eye James Rockford, World War II fly-boys the Black Sheep
Squadron, hapless superhero Ralph Hinckley, fugitive mercenaries the A-Team, and maverick cop
Hunter—traversed the television landscape from the 1970s to the 1990s. Cannell changed the face of the
action-adventure genre, updating the crime-show format with a hybrid of rebellious morality, juvenile wit,
intelligent sarcasm, and radical conservatism. This book discusses in detail the programs of the writerproducer and lists every episode of his award-winning productions from the early 1970s to the early ’90s.
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The book features publicity photos and descriptions of unsold pilots.
Dead Dead Girls - Nekesa Afia 2021-06-01
“In this terrific series opener, Afia evokes the women’s lives in all their wayward and beautiful glory,
especially the abruptness with which their dreams, hopes and fears cease to exist.”--The New York Times
The start of an exciting new historical mystery series set during the Harlem Renaissance from debut author
Nekesa Afia Harlem, 1926. Young Black women like Louise Lloyd are ending up dead. Following a
harrowing kidnapping ordeal when she was in her teens, Louise is doing everything she can to maintain a
normal life. She’s succeeding, too. She spends her days working at Maggie’s Café and her nights at the
Zodiac, Harlem’s hottest speakeasy. Louise’s friends, especially her girlfriend, Rosa Maria Moreno, might
say she’s running from her past and the notoriety that still stalks her, but don’t tell her that. When a girl
turns up dead in front of the café, Louise is forced to confront something she’s been trying to ignore—two
other local Black girls have been murdered in the past few weeks. After an altercation with a police officer
gets her arrested, Louise is given an ultimatum: She can either help solve the case or wind up in a jail cell.
Louise has no choice but to investigate and soon finds herself toe-to-toe with a murderous mastermind hellbent on taking more lives, maybe even her own....
Road Rash - Dharma Kelleher 2022-06-14
Enjoy this gritty action crime thriller series from groundbreaking queer author Dharma Kelleher. How Do
You Save Someone Who Doesn't Want To Be Saved? After a minor motorcycle accident, lesbian biker Shea
Stevens wants to recuperate at home with her girlfriend and work on a design for a new custom
motorcycle. But when Megan, the adult daughter of a friend, disappears into a suspected cult in Sedona,
Arizona, Shea goes undercover as a prospective recruit to bring the young woman home. Upon her arrival
at the compound, Megan assures Shea she's in no danger, that the allegations of the group being a cult are
bitter lies told by ex-members. But Shea isn't so easily convinced. When Shea discovers what's really going
on, her suspicions turn to outrage. But protecting Megan could send Shea back to prison for decades. Does
she save the girl? Or does she choose family and freedom? Road Rash is the fourth novel in the Shea
Stevens Outlaw Biker series, although each book in the series can be read as a standalone. Curl up with
Road Rash and join Shea on a white-knuckle roller coaster ride that dives deep into the murky waters of
freedom and choice, keeping you turning the pages into the wee hours.
Iron Goddess - Dharma Kelleher 2016-06-28
In this gritty, fast-paced debut thriller, an ex-con biker chick turned law-abiding citizen risks everything to
save her new life—and confront the demons of her past. Shea Stevens is biker royalty. Her father was the
president of the Confederate Thunder Motorcycle Club. Under his watchful eye, she learned how to pick
locks, disable alarms, and hot-wire cars like a pro. But all that is ancient history. Or so she thought . . .
After a stint in prison, Shea has worked hard to make a quiet, happy life for herself in Arizona. She spends
her time bonding with her big-city girlfriend and running her bike shop, Iron Goddess Custom Cycles, with
her dedicated team of misfits. But when one of her employees is shot and three of her specially
commissioned bikes are stolen, Shea’s new life collides with the criminal underworld she tried to leave
behind. Shea knows better than to trust the police. So, with her Glock on her hip, she takes the
investigation into her own hands. Shea’s search for the bike thieves leads her straight to her father’s old
gang—and her estranged sister, whose young daughter has been kidnapped by a rival club. The last thing
Shea wants is to be caught in the middle of a war—but if she learned one thing from her old man, it’s that
when someone comes at you, you push back. Hard. And that’s exactly what she’s going to do.
Find Her Alive - Lisa Regan 2020-04-15
Josie treads gently, careful not to disturb the pile of perfect white bones laid out in the grass by her feet.
Her voice is little more than a whisper. “No! Not my sister…” Detective Josie Quinn hasn’t heard from her
sister since Trinity stormed out of the house in the heat of an argument three weeks ago. So, when human
remains are found at the remote hunting cabin where Trinity was last seen, Josie can only assume the
worst. Gathering her team, Josie feels a surge of relief when the dental records match a different body –
that of a missing single mother from a neighboring town. But now Josie’s is not the only broken family
desperate for answers. Dusting the crime scene for prints, a name smudged into the side of a nearby car is
the first in a trail of clues Trinity left for Josie. In need of a big story to save her journalism career, it seems
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Josie’s sister was attempting to make contact with a dangerous serial killer known for creating sculptures
with his victim’s bones. And Trinity won’t stop until she’s found him, even if it means becoming his next
masterpiece… Josie is certain there’s a critical clue in the ivory hair comb delivered to Trinity just days
before she went missing. But as more bones surface, each set more likely to be Trinity’s than the last, time
is running out to find her alive. Can Josie’s team trust her instincts in a case that is so deeply personal? Can
she find her sister without putting other innocent lives in danger? An unputdownable crime thriller from an
Amazon, USA Today and Wall Street Journal bestselling author that will have you sleeping with the light on.
This gripping rollercoaster ride is perfect for fans of Angela Marsons, Robert Dugoni and Rachel Caine.
Prepare to be totally hooked! Readers adore Find Her Alive: ‘AMAZING… Love this author. Love this series.
Love this book… I was on the edge of my seat.’ Netgalley reviewer, 5 stars ‘You will find yourself addicted
as soon as you read the first chapters, and with a lightning-fast pace and an abundance of action and plot
twists you will find it very hard to stop reading… a true rollercoaster ride… really packs a punch. If you
enjoy intense and fast detective thrillers, you should definitely meet Josie Quinn!’ It’s All About Books, 5
stars ‘Five she-knocked-it-out-of-the-ballpark stars!!! Another fantastic instalment to the Detective Josie
Quinn Series… This book had it all - character development, mystery, suspense, drama… I was so
enthralled… captivating, thought-provoking and well researched.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘So
amazing... it was impossible to just put down… the way everything ties together is genius… you won't be
disappointed.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘Hooked me from the first page… tight, fast-paced, perfectly
paced, well-researched, highly explosive, and always leaves you turning 'just one more page’… a wild ride...
a five star read from beginning to end!’ Katie Mettner, 5 stars ‘Get ready for a rollercoaster of a ride… A
resounding 5 stars!!! Josie Quinn, I want you on my side always!!! The pages fly by… a spellbinding eerie
read. Love it!!’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘This whole series is AMAZING! This book was exceptional…
GREAT! I have read every single one of these books in less than two days. Riveting and thrilling! Please
never stop writing! Ever!’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars
Detransition, Baby - Torrey Peters 2021-01-07
LONGLISTED FOR THE WOMEN'S PRIZE FOR FICTION 2021 Shortlisted for the 2022 National Book
Critics' Circle John Leonard Prize for best first book As heard on BBC Radio 4's Front Row 'A voraciously
knowing, compulsively readable novel' Chris Kraus 'Tremendously funny and sexy as hell' Juliet Jacques 'I
loved this very smart book from start to finish, with its beautifully drawn, complicated, and winning
characters.' Madeleine Miller Reese nearly had it all: a loving relationship with Amy, an apartment in New
York, a job she didn't hate. She'd scraped together a life previous generations of trans women could only
dream of; the only thing missing was a child. Then everything fell apart and three years on Reese is still in
self-destruct mode, avoiding her loneliness by sleeping with married men. When her ex calls to ask if she
wants to be a mother, Reese finds herself intrigued. After being attacked in the street, Amy de-transitioned
to become Ames, changed jobs and, thinking he was infertile, started an affair with his boss Katrina. Now
Katrina's pregnant. Could the three of them form an unconventional family - and raise the baby together?
Affective Health and Masculinities in South Africa - Hans Reihling 2020-04-24
Affective Health and Masculinities in South Africa explores how different masculinities modulate substance
use, interpersonal violence, suicidality, and AIDS as well as recovery cross-culturally. With a focus on three
male protagonists living in very distinct urban areas of Cape Town, this comparative ethnography shows
that men’s struggles to become invulnerable increase vulnerability. Through an analysis of masculinities as
social assemblages, the study shows how affective health problems are tied to modern individualism rather
than African ‘tradition’ that has become a cliché in Eurocentric gender studies. Affective health is
conceptualized as a balancing act between autonomy and connectivity that after colonialism and apartheid
has become compromised through the imperative of self-reliance. This book provides a rare perspective on
young men’s vulnerability in everyday life that may affect the reader and spark discussion about how
masculinities in relationships shape physical and psychological health. Moreover, it shows how men change
in the face of distress in ways that may look different than global health and gender-transformative
approaches envision. Thick descriptions of actual events over the life course make the study accessible to
both graduate and undergraduate students in the social sciences. Contributing to current debates on
mental health and masculinity, this volume will be of interest to scholars from various disciplines including
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anthropology, gender studies, African studies, psychology, and global health.
St. Nicholas Salvage & Wrecking - Dana Haynes 2019-03-05
Michael Patrick Finnigan was a New York City cop and a US Marshal who figured out that following the
rules doesn’t always get the job done. Katalin Fiero Dahar was a soldier, spy, and assassin for Spain, who
figured out that breaking the rules doesn’t always get the job done. Together, they created St. Nicholas
Salvage & Wrecking, a largely illegal bounty hunting operation based in Cyprus and working throughout
Europe. Operating under the radar for the presiding judge of the International Criminal Court, they track
down the worst of the world’s worst. Someone is kidnapping Middle Eastern refugee children as they flee
war-torn countries and selling them into prostitution around the world. Finnigan and Fiero get the
assignment to track them down and save the refugees. But when they discover that the perpetrators are a
Serbian mobster—with patronage at the highest levels of the United Nations—and a battalion of the Kosovo
military, the partners reach out to their “friends” to find justice, including a corrupt banker, a cadre of
mercenaries, and a crew of professional thieves. The battle to stop the mass kidnappings ranges from
Belgrade and Zagreb, to the Loire Valley and Milan, and to the plains of Kosovo. As Finnigan and Fiero
close in, the conspirators realize that the judge of the ICC is the real threat and plan an assassination. Now
the partners have to save their patron and the kidnapped refugees from a rogue military force with nothing
left to lose.
Extreme Prejudice - Dharma Kelleher 2018-12-07
Enjoy this gritty action crime thriller series from groundbreaking queer author Dharma Kelleher. To stop a
terrorist plot, she must track down the FBI’s Most Wanted. Bounty hunter Jinx Ballou is hot on the heels of
a fugitive murderer involved with a militant organization stoking the fires of prejudice and violence in
Phoenix, Arizona. While zeroing in on her target, she comes face-to-face with her darkest memory—the man
who tried to kill her at her high school graduation and who is currently on the FBI’s Most Wanted list. Jinx
and her team utilize all of their resources to bring both men into custody. As the city erupts in bigotry and
bloodshed, Jinx discovers she must choose between seeking justice and saving lives. Will her decision cost
her the one thing she holds most dear? Extreme Prejudice is the second thriller in the Jinx Ballou Bounty
Hunter crime fiction series, although all books in the Jinx Ballou world can be read as standalones. This
white-knuckle roller coaster ride will keep you turning the pages into the wee hours. Curl up with your copy
of Extreme Prejudice today and join Jinx as she and her team track down the FBI’s Most Wanted in hopes of
foiling a terrorist plot. Enjoy! “Dharma Kelleher has created one of the most unique characters in crime
fiction. Bounty hunter Jinx Ballou is a creation of contrasting parts. She’s tough but compassionate, profane
but sensitive, butch but feminine–and there’s no dark alley she won’t walk down.”—Renee James, author of
the Bobbi Logan mystery series “Jinx Ballou is the best thing to happen to crime fiction since V. I.
Warshawski.”—Greg Barth, author of the Selena thriller series “Kelleher’s intriguing character Jinx Ballou,
a bounty hunter who operates in the gritty world of the criminals she hunts, is tough, yet
vulnerable.”—Catherine Maiorisi, The Chiara Corelli Mystery Series
Jinx Ballou Bounty Hunter Box Set - Dharma Kelleher 2020-02-01
Jinx Ballou is every fugitive's nightmare In the sun-scorched urban sprawl of Phoenix, Arizona, bounty
hunter Jinx Ballou is a singular female figure in a sea of macho men. She'll take on anyone, no matter how
big, how well-armed, or how well-connected. From murderers and drug gangs to Chechen gangsters and
domestic terrorists. At the same time, Jinx has a nerdy side. She's crazy into comic books and cosplays as
Wonder Woman in her spare time. She also happens to be transgender. Each book in this three-volume
boxset is a balls-to-the-wall, white-knuckle action thriller that will keep you turning the pages until the very
last. Chaser: Book 1 A teenage murder suspect has vanished. Is Holly Schwartz a desperate killer fleeing
prosecution? Or has something more sinister happened? Jinx is determined to learn the truth and return
Holly to custody. But the pursuit takes a deadly turn, forcing her to push her skills, her body, and her luck
to the limit to capture the fugitive teen and get out alive. Extreme Prejudice: Book 2 Hot on the heels of an
accused murderer, Jinx discovers her fugitive is involved with White Nation, a militant organization stoking
the fires of prejudice and violence in Phoenix, Arizona. To apprehend her suspect, she infiltrates White
Nation, only to come face-to-face with Barclay “The Beast” Dietz, the man who nearly killed her years
earlier. Her efforts to bring both men to justice backfire, putting those she loves most in harm’s way. As the
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city erupts in bigotry and bloodshed, Jinx’s world unravels, pushing her to the breaking point and forcing
her to choose between seeking justice and saving lives. A Broken Woman: Book 3 Bounty hunter Jinx Ballou
is struggling to rebuild her life after a terrorist attack shattered her world. When a new job offer comes her
way, she is forced to choose between returning an innocent transgender woman to custody or taking on a
legal system that provides justice only to those society deems worthy. Fans of Karin Slaughter, Lisa
Gardner, and Sara Paretsky won’t want to skip this high-octane, blood-pumping boxset of gritty thrillers
with a feminist kick.
Warning Miracle TERF Wars - Dharma Kelleher 2021-06-04
Enjoy this gritty action crime thriller series from groundbreaking queer author Dharma Kelleher. A Fight
For Justice Has Become A Battle for Truth Bounty hunter Jinx Ballou is hot on the trail of Blair Marshall, a
fugitive who brutally murdered a transgender woman in a public restroom. As a trans woman herself, Jinx is
determined to bring this bigoted killer to justice. But at every turn, Jinx's attempts to apprehend Marshall
are thwarted by the ruthless transphobic hate group her fugitive controls. A series of high-speed car
chases, brutal fights, and unsuccessful takedowns leave Jinx and her team frustrated and empty-handed.
When an undaunted Jinx presses on, she finds herself embroiled in a war of media manipulation,
disinformation, and deep-faked videos that paints a target on her back and puts loved ones in grave danger.
Will Jinx successfully bring Marshall to justice before more innocent people are killed? As one of the only
openly transgender authors in crime fiction, Dharma Kelleher delivers a heartfelt tale that delves deep into
the issues of identity and intersectionality, oppression and accountability. TERF Wars is the fourth thriller
in the highly acclaimed Jinx Ballou Bounty Hunter crime fiction series, although each book in the series can
be enjoyed as a standalone. Curl up with TERF Wars and join Jinx on an action-packed thrill ride that will
leave you cheering for more.
The Cinema of Clint Eastwood - David Sterritt 2014-11-25
He became a movie star playing The Man With No Name, and today his name is known around the world.
Measured by longevity, productivity, and profits, Clint Eastwood is the most successful actor-directorproducer in American film history. This book examines the major elements of his career, focusing primarily
on his work as a director but also exploring the evolution of his acting style, his long association with
screen violence, his interest in jazz, and the political views – sometimes hotly controversial – reflected in his
films and public statements. Especially fascinating is the pivotal question that divides critics and
moviegoers to this day: is Eastwood a capable director with a photogenic face, a modest acting talent, and a
flair for marketing his image? Or is he a true cinematic auteur with a distinctive vision of America’s history,
traditions, and values? From A Fistful of Dollars and Dirty Harry to Million Dollar Baby and beyond, The
Cinema of Clint Eastwood takes a close-up look at one of the screen’s most influential and charismatic
stars.
Of Gryphons and Other Monsters - Shannon McGee 2017-11-17
Taryn is a young shepherd whose world is plunged into chaos. She must discover who can be trusted as
danger seems to come from every direction she once thought safe. A novel set in a whole new world, one
populated by warriors, monsters, and magic, "Of Gryphons and Other Monsters" is the first in the "Taryn's
Journey" quartet.
Civil Warrior - Guy T. Saperstein 2003
"I Never Thought I Would Lose a Case," says Guy T. Saperstein, recalling his life fighting for the underdog
and for social change in his autobiography Civil Warrior: Memoirs of a Civil Rights Attorney. He very rarely
did. In his more than 25 years of pioneering civil rights law, Saperstein's firm successfully prosecuted the
largest race, sex and age-discrimination lawsuits in American history. His firm defeated Denny's
Restaurants in the infamous race discrimination case. His biggest case -- a 23-year sex discrimination
lawsuit against State Farm Insurance -- ended when, State Farm finally admitted, "We were like Robert
Duran in the ring with Sugar Ray Leonard, and we said, 'No mas!'" Saperstein is well known for his colorful,
take-no-prisoners style in and out of court. Civil Warrior reflects that bold style, making intricate points of
law accessible, and revealing how justice really works in America today. Book jacket.
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Chaser - Dharma Kelleher 2018-06-01
A shocking murder. A suspect on the run. Can a maligned young bounty hunter finally bring the killer in?
Jinx Ballou’s career hangs by a thread. Outed as transgender and blackballed, the tough-as-nails bounty
hunter is determined to prove herself. She convinces a desperate bail agent to hire her, but the fugitive
she’s assigned has already eluded some of the best in the business. Jinx takes the job and uncovers a
horrifying truth that calls everything into question. As the danger rises, Jinx pushes her skills, her body, and
her luck to the limit to apprehend the fugitive murder suspect or die trying. Will she survive long enough to
bring her fugitive to justice and save her career? Chaser is the exciting first book in the Jinx Ballou Bounty
Hunter crime thriller series. If you enjoy page-turning action, stunning plot twists, and crime novels where
trans women are the heroes rather than the villains, you’ll love Dharma Kelleher’s groundbreaking thrillride. Buy Chaser today and join Jinx as she kicks ass in pursuit of justice.
Bowser the Hound - Thornton W. Burgess 2012-09-19
Bowser the Hound, outsmarted so often by Old Man Coyote, is taken advantage of once again when the
coyote leads him on a long chase that ends far from the canine's home.
A Conspiracy of Ravens - Dharma Kelleher 2022-10-11
They Killed Her Girlfriend. Now She Wants Revenge. Avery Byrne is haunted by guilt. Years have passed
since the young goth tattoo artist murdered an abusive pimp to protect a friend. But when a ruthless
mobster murders her girlfriend, Avery fears her past sins have caught up with her. Trapped in a deadly
game of cat-and-mouse with gangsters and dirty cops, Avery discovers the shocking truth about her dead
girlfriend. She realizes she must once again become the vigilante or more of her loved ones will die. Can
she avenge her girlfriend's death before the mobster's henchmen kill anyone else? A Conspiracy of Ravens
is the gripping first book in the bold new Avery Byrne Tattooed Vigilante crime thriller series. If you enjoy
heart-pounding suspense, page-turning plot twists , and queer women who kick ass, you’ll love Dharma
Kelleher’s goth rock anthem of a thriller. Buy A Conspiracy of Ravens now and join Avery as she rains hell
on those who took the girl she loved.
A Little Light Mischief - Cat Sebastian 2019-08-06
A seductive thief Lady’s maid Molly Wilkins is done with thieving—and cheating and stabbing and all the
rest of it. She’s determined to keep her hands to herself, so she really shouldn’t be tempted to seduce her
employer’s prim and proper companion, Alice. But how can she resist when Alice can’t seem to keep her
eyes off Molly? Finds her own heart For the first time in her life, Alice Stapleton has absolutely nothing to
do. The only thing that seems to occupy her thoughts is a lady’s maid with a sharp tongue and a beautiful
mouth. Her determination to know Molly’s secrets has her behaving in ways she never imagined as she
begins to fall for the impertinent woman. Has been stolen When an unwelcome specter from Alice’s past
shows up unexpectedly at a house party, Molly volunteers to help the only way she knows how: with a little
bit of mischief.
The Postscript Murders - Elly Griffiths 2021
"First published in Great Britain in 2020 by Quercus"--Copyright page.
Melodious Accord - Alice Parker 1991
The Day I Died - Lori Rader-Day 2017-04-11
From the award-winning author of Little Pretty Things comes this gripping, unforgettable tale of a mother's
desperate search for a lost boy. Anna Winger can know people better than they know themselves with only
a glance—at their handwriting. Hired out by companies wanting to land trustworthy employees and by the
lovelorn hoping to find happiness, Anna likes to keep the real-life mess of other people at arm’s length and
on paper. But when she is called to use her expertise on a note left behind at a murder scene in the small
town she and her son have recently moved to, the crime gets under Anna’s skin and rips open her narrow
life for all to see. To save her son—and herself—once and for all, Anna will face her every fear, her every
mistake, and the past she thought she'd rewritten.
Take No More - Seb Kirby 2019-08-19
He will stop at nothing to uncover the truth. When James Blake discovers his wife murdered in their London
home, he is determined to avenge her, and bring her killer to justice. As the prime suspect, he flees
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England and sets out on a journey that takes him to Florence, Venice and into a shadowy underworld of
death and corruption. The trail that will lead him to the killer is filled with terrible danger, and will reveal a
shocking conspiracy, behind both her death and a lost fortune. A thrilling, original and fast-paced crime
thriller set within the art world, perfect for fans of Ken Follett, Dan Brown and Harlan Coben.
I_m a Unicorn (Little Golden Book) - Theo Nguyen 2021-01-07
A Beautiful Premium cover design, Perfect for giftBeautiful Artwork and Designs. Well-crafted illustrations
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and designs that lay the groundwork for you to create your own frame-worthy masterpieces.High
Resolution Printing. Each image is printed in high resolution to offer crisp, sharp designs that enable
trouble free coloring and high-quality display.Single-sided Pages. Every image is printed on a single-sided
page, so that you can use a broad variety of coloring choices without fearing bleed through. Moreover,
single-side pages can be framed to display your masterpieces.Professional design. Premium glossy cover
design, large 8.5 "x 11" format.A Great Gift. Coloring books make a wonderful gifted item.
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